
Blackpool

Tourist numbers grew first because: 
•1800s people started visiting Blackpool’s beach because bathing in 
the sea became fashionable 
•Guest houses opened to allow middle class to stay 
•Railway line was built in 1866 and Blackpool tower was built. 

Tourist numbers declined because: 
•After WW2, cheap air transport meant that more people travelled 
abroad
•Tourist attractions became outdated
•2000, Blackpool Council tried to rejuvenate Blackpool by 

regenerating the city centre.

Why has tourism grown?
•Paid holidays
•Changing Lifestyles
•Increased disposable income
•Advertising and holiday programmes
•Cheaper Travel
•Improved accessibility E.G Euro Tunnel
•Expansion of internet –removal of travel agents 

What is tourism? 
The Benefits of Tourism 
•Jobs are created 
•Local traditions and customs are kept alive
•Money from tourists can be used to 
protect the natural landscape
•New facilities for the tourists also benefit 
locals
•Greater demand for local foods and crafts 

The Tourism Model:  

Butler developed a model which shows 
how any tourist resort may grow. A resort 
may start off from being a small, low key, 
destination. From this point the number of 
tourists will start to increase. He suggests 
that all resorts go through the same sort of 
process. 

The Costs of Tourism 

•Jobs are often seasonal
•Most money goes out of the area to big companies, not 
locals
•Culture and traditions change as outsiders arrive
•Damage to the natural environment e.g. footpath 
erosion 
•Overcrowding and traffic jams
•Prices increase in local shops as tourists are often 
wealthier than the local population 

.

Reducing the costs of Tourism 
•Encouraging eco-tourism where tourists are educated 
about the natural environment where they are staying
•Encouraging local communities to set up small business 
targeted at tourists. 
•Bans on street drinking
•Creating designated honey pot sites. (A place where you 
purposefully attract tourists to, which avoid tourists 

spreading over a larger area) 
•Extending the holiday season
•Heaving specialist tourist police 
•Marking routes to direct visitors away from eroded 
footpaths 

Tourism - Year 7

Tourism is an industry that drives people to travel 
for recreation and leisure. 
The growth of tourism has had an economic, 
environmental and social effect on many countries. 

Place - what makes a location Interconnections - how and why things are linked Sustainability - now and the future Change - how things become different 

Big Ideas


